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Schmidt woke up that morning with a sense of uneasiness, doused in sweat 

from one of his worst nightmares. A nightmare filled with gruesome images of 

death, littered bodies and smoke which seemed so tangible, that he could 

almost taste it. He shook himself from the disturbing thoughts and reached for 

his threadbare green shirt which he’d used as a makeshift pillow; there were 

no comforts to be found while on a campaign – this time in France. 

Schmidt (known as Michael to his family and friends) had turned 25 yesterday 

and always joked that it would be a miracle if he’d lived to a quarter of a 

century, for he was one of the Reich’s best pilots and endlessly in demand. 

Carefully moving the rusty, blunt blade over his hollow cheeks, he saw himself 

in the small broken side mirror- which he’d pulled off a fallen French plane; his 

once youthful face weathered by hunger, despair and bone-deep regret. 

Regret for all that had been lost to everyone in the last few years, all for 

nothing. Haunted cornflower-blue eyes stared back at him, pleading with him 

to run back, back to Marcia and their young children. He swallowed back 

the unshed tears and glanced around to check if anyone saw him 

wallowing, it wouldn’t do have people talk. Absently, he glanced down to 

see a dark, crimson drop of blood had stained his shirt front. Grimly he hoped 

it wasn’t an omen of things to come. 

Finished with his morning routine, he made his way to their commander to 

retrieve his daily briefing and task. Kicking a used water bottle in his path, he 

looked up to check the sky and realised it wasn’t going to be easy today: 

dense, grey clouds, angrily promising a storm, stared back at him in 

challenge. 

“Schmidt, nice of you to join us”, mocked Lt Müller, a bad-tempered forty-

something who’d been to school with the Füher, “you and Hermann will fly 

your last mission before a short break, your co-ordinates and task are inside 

the brief”. He hurled said brief at Schmidt. 

Peering around, Schmidt caught sight of his best-friend Seb Hermann and 

grinned at him; Hermann nodded at him in silent acknowledgment. He 

opened the brief to see he would be going back to Devon where he’d been 

yesterday- at least he knew the terrain. 

 Mounting his Messerschmitt Bf 109 bomber plane in his mud-stained boots, 

Schmidt observed Hermann closing the door to his. “Ready?” Schmidt asked 

his partner. 

“I was born ready!” Hermann laughed back. “Let’s finish this for once.” 

He settled in – or as best as he could with the reoccurring injury from his efforts 

on the eastern front- and peered over the dials and gear until he was 



satisfied all was in order. This was supposed to be the last time Schmidt flew 

over the miserable, rugged and precarious cliffs of Devon (a town in the 

south of Britain which was rumoured to be the site of a smuggling ring) and 

finally return to Berlin and to his family whom had not seen in three years. 

Unable to resist stroking the faces of his children dangling from the interior 

mirror, he steeled himself to the task ahead and took in a deep calming 

breath. “I’ll see you soon”, he promised them. Gradually increasing their 

speed, Schmidt and Hermann took off into the dreadful and imposing sky 

above Devon and continued to survey the desolate and unyielding 

coastline. 

Swift as the crack of a rifle, two RAF Submarine Spitfires appeared from the 

obscure clouds and began to trail the German friends like a vulture swooping 

down to its lifeless prey- and unfortunately, the British pilots were just as 

merciless as one. Everything would be alright Schmidt told himself echoing his 

mother’s favourite phrase; even he could hear how pathetic the lie sounded. 

CRACK. CRACK. The thunderous sound of fire behind him filled his ears until 

he felt nauseous from a combination of the altitude and the racing thoughts 

of his impending death. Beyond the deafening tidal waves crashing brutally, 

he detected a tall, unflattering lighthouse whose bright colours appeared to 

contrast the rest of the landscape until it looked like a sore and disturbing 

beacon. He could not help but stare at the unpleasant red and white 

building which would bear witness to his imminent and predictable demise. 

Focusing on the lighthouse up ahead, he steered his plane to the right, 

reminding himself that he was the best pilot. His palms shook on the wheel, 

thankful for the leather gloves that helped him to maintain his grip and 

began to pray that his plan would work. Drops of perspiration rolled in rivulets 

down his forehead and landed neatly on his twice-broken nose. Wiping his 

face, he looked in his side mirror to see his predator looming ominously, 

bearing down on his position. 

“Schmidt…..come in!” Müller barked over the radio but he couldn’t process a 

word: his ears filled with the roar of his own dawning panic, overwhelming all 

other sounds. He couldn’t tear his eyes off the Spitfire’s cannon on his tail. 

He ceased to breath. Ceased to think. Ceased to blink as the cannon closed 

the distance to his plane.  

“Schmidt, come in, this is a command!” the radio cracked. 

“Ca……..you…..hear…?” 

Michael gazed at the picture of his family one last time and steered hard to 

the left. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


